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Summary. A fundamental issue in applied multivariate extreme value analysis is modelling
dependence within joint tail regions. The primary focus of this work is to extend the classical
pseudopolar treatment of multivariate extremes to develop an asymptotically motivated repre-
sentation of extremal dependence that also encompasses asymptotic independence. Starting
with the usual mild bivariate regular variation assumptions that underpin the coefficient of tail
dependence as a measure of extremal dependence, our main result is a characterization of the
limiting structure of the joint survivor function in terms of an essentially arbitrary non-negative
measure that must satisfy some mild constraints. We then construct parametric models from
this new class and study in detail one example that accommodates asymptotic dependence,
asymptotic independence and asymmetry within a straightforward parsimonious parameteriza-
tion.We provide a fast simulation algorithm for this example and detail likelihood-based inference
including tests for asymptotic dependence and symmetry which are useful for submodel selec-
tion. We illustrate this model by application to both simulated and real data. In contrast with the
classical multivariate extreme value approach, which concentrates on the limiting distribution
of normalized componentwise maxima, our framework focuses directly on the structure of the
limiting joint survivor function and provides significant extensions of both the theoretical and the
practical tools that are available for joint tail modelling.

Keywords: Asymptotic independence; Coefficient of tail dependence; Hidden regular
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade or so there has been a realization within the extreme value community that
the dependence structures that are provided by the classical theory of multivariate extremes may
not offer the flexibility required for applied statistical modelling. For example, see Ledford and
Tawn (1996, 1997), Bortot and Tawn (1998), Bruun and Tawn (1998), Coles et al. (1999), Bortot
et al. (2000), Smith (2000), Coles and Pauli (2002), Sisson and Coles (2003) and Heffernan and
Tawn (2004). The first reference to pinpoint and highlight the practical importance of this defi-
ciency and to suggest an alternative framework for representing dependence in joint tails was
Ledford and Tawn (1996). Focusing on the bivariate case they introduced the coefficient of tail
dependence η ∈ .0, 1] and showed through a range of examples that the dependence structures
of all bivariate extreme value distributions and a wide variety of commonly used copulas could
be expressed within their framework and that the parameter η largely governed the strength and
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nature of the extremal dependence. They also provided methods for estimating η as a statistic
of observed data.

Ledford and Tawn (1997) were the first to consider a joint probability model built around η
and thus extended its role past simply being a summary statistic. Motivated again by a range of
examples, they suggested a bivariate joint tail model that was parameterized in terms of η and
a particular function g.·/. Although having some success with their approach, they overlooked
the fundamental requirement that a joint survivor function is proper only if it corresponds to a
non-negative underlying probability measure, which in their representation meant that certain
constraints involving η and g.·/ must be satisfied. As a consequence in some special cases their
parametric model gives joint probability density functions that take negative values for partic-
ular regions of the outcome space. This deficiency is addressed here as part of our more general
treatment where instead of developing a modelling framework that is motivated by the structures
observed in particular examples we provide a new theoretical development of the underlying
limit theory and thereby explicitly detail the restrictions that must be satisfied so that a proper
joint probability model is obtained. We then go on to develop parametric models that are consis-
tent with this new theory and demonstrate their use within some practical modelling examples.

1.1. Asymptotic dependence and asymptotic independence
Let .X, Y/ denote a bivariate random variable where, for convenience and without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that X and Y are unit Fréchet marginally distributed so that Pr.X � x/ =
Pr.Y �x/= exp.−1=x/ on x> 0. Denoting by κ the limiting conditional probability in

lim
u→∞{Pr.X>u|Y>u/}=κ .1:1/

then X and Y are said to be asymptotically dependent if κ > 0 and asymptotically indepen-
dent if κ=0. Models that are obtained via the classical bivariate extremes approach work well
when X and Y are asymptotically dependent; however, they can fail to provide useful results
in practice when X and Y are asymptotically independent. For example, when X and Y have a
bivariate normal dependence structure with correlation ρ �=1 then the classical approach yields
a limit model that treats the marginal extremes as independent regardless of ρ (Sibuya, 1960).
Additional problems are caused by the fundamental extreme value modelling paradigm which is
based on treating asymptotic results as approximations within sufficiently extreme tail regions.
To illustrate this, note that, if the limit (1.1) is treated as an equality when both X�u and Y �u

for a fixed high threshold u, then Pr.X > u, Y > u/ ≡ Pr.X > u|Y > u/Pr.Y > u/ = κ Pr.Y > u/

which is 0 if X and Y are asymptotically independent. At its simplest level, the Ledford and
Tawn (1996) approach avoids this difficulty by introducing the parameter η which controls the
rate of decay of Pr.X>u, Y>u/ for large u.

Asymptotic independence arises in both practical data modelling applications and the study
of the dependence features of most classical families of distributions; see de Haan and de
Ronde (1998), Ledford and Tawn (1997), Capéraà et al. (2000) and Heffernan (2000). Conse-
quently obtaining dependence models that describe both asymptotic dependence and asymp-
totic independence within a single framework has been an important topic of research for
some while. Coles and Pauli (2002) developed one such approach based on a parametric cop-
ula that describes dependence throughout the entire domain rather than just the extremes,
Draisma et al. (2004) considered an extension of the Ledford and Tawn (1997) model involv-
ing a bivariate second-order regular variation condition and more recently Heffernan and Tawn
(2004) derived a method with a more empirical flavour based on combining normalized limiting
conditional distributions. However, we are not aware of any asymptotically motivated joint tail
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modelling approach that yields proper joint probability models and accommodates both asymp-
totic dependence and asymptotic independence other than the approach that we detail in this
paper.

Recently, two refinements of asymptotic independence have received considerable attention:
hidden regular variation and multivariate second-order regular variation. Hidden regular vari-
ation is a property of the subfamily of distributions having both multivariate regular variation
and asymptotic independence, and is based on an elaboration of the coefficient of tail depen-
dence η. See Resnick (2002), Maulik and Resnick (2004) and Heffernan and Resnick (2005)
for precise treatments. Multivariate second-order regular variation is a mild regularity condi-
tion that implies hidden regular variation; see de Haan and de Ronde (1998). These theoretical
frameworks have some common ground with the approach that is adopted here; however, for
simplicity and consistency with Ledford and Tawn (1996, 1997) we work throughout with unit
Fréchet marginal variables.

1.2. Bivariate regular variation
Our starting point is a simplified version of the modelling approach of Ledford and Tawn (1997).
The joint ssurvivor function of .X, Y/ as defined above is assumed to be bivariate regularly vary-
ing (see Bingham et al. (1987)) with index −1=η so that

F̄XY .x, y/=Pr.X>x, Y>y/= L.x, y/

.xy/1=2η
.1:2/

where η ∈ .0, 1] is the coefficient of tail dependence and L is a bivariate slowly varying function,
i.e. there is a function g, which is called the limit function of L, such that for all x> 0, y> 0 and
c> 0

g.x, y/= lim
r→∞

{L.rx, ry/

L.r, r/

}
and g.cx, cy/=g.x, y/: .1:3/

The homogeneity property in equation (1.3) implies that g is constant along any ray y = ax

for a > 0; thus we may write g.x, y/= gÅ{x=.x + y/}= gÅ.w/ for w = x=.x + y/∈ .0, 1/. For this
reason gÅ.w/ is sometimes called the ray dependence function and is termed ray dependent if
gÅ.w/ varies with w and ray independent if gÅ.w/ is constant over different rays.

Since the marginal variables X and Y are standardized to be unit Fréchet distributed, the
parameter η provides a measure of the dependence between the marginal tails. In loose terms,
asymptotic dependence corresponds to η=1 and asymptotic independence to η <1. If 1

2 <η�1
then the marginal variables are positively associated; when they are independent then η= 1

2 , and
if 0 <η < 1

2 then they are negatively associated. All bivariate extreme value (BEV) dependence
structures and the great majority of dependence structures that exist within the copula litera-
ture have extremal dependence structures that can be represented in the form (1.2); see Capéraà
et al. (2000) and Heffernan (2000). By examining η for differently parameterized dependence
structures one can compare and contrast their dependence features. Without η, or some other
common scale of reference such as the χ- and χ̄-measures of extremal dependence that were
given by Coles et al. (1999), such comparisons are much more difficult to effect.

In Section 2 we construct our framework for obtaining proper joint survivor function models
for joint tails. Some parametric examples that are developed within this framework are given
in Section 3, and a simulation algorithm is provided for the main practical model of the paper.
Likelihood methods for fitting this model are discussed in Section 4 together with some key
inference results for submodel selection. Practical application of the new model is the focus
of Section 5 where both simulated data and real environmental data examples are analysed.
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Conclusions and further areas of research are discussed in Section 6. In Appendix A we detail
the relationship between our new models and the class of BEV models.

2. Modelling dependence within bivariate joint tails

Consider a bivariate random variable .X, Y/ with unit Fréchet marginal distributions that sat-
isfies equation (1.2). This representation holds for a very wide range of dependence models
spanning both asymptotic dependence and asymptotic independence; see Heffernan (2000).
Our aim is to use the common framework of bivariate regular variation that is given by equa-
tion (1.2) to obtain an asymptotically motivated model for .X, Y/ when both marginal variables
are simultaneously large, and thus to provide a single flexible unifying model that encompasses
this wide range of extremal dependence behaviours.

Let u denote a high threshold. We consider the behaviour of the bivariate conditional random
variable .S, T/= limu→∞{.X=u, Y=u/|.X>u, Y>u/} for all .s, t/∈ [1, ∞/× [1, ∞/ where we inter-
pret this as meaning the weak convergence that is described by

F̄ST .s, t/=Pr.S>s, T>t/= lim
u→∞

{
Pr.X>us, Y>ut/

Pr.X>u, Y>u/

}
: .2:1/

The existence of the limit in equation (2.1) follows from equations (1.2) and (1.3) because

F̄ST .s, t/= lim
u→∞

{ L.us, ut/

L.u, u/.st/1=2η

}
= g.s, t/

.st/1=2η
= gÅ{s=.s+ t/}

.st/1=2η
: .2:2/

Our task now becomes seeking valid joint survivor functions for .S, T/. Clearly this is equiv-
alent to obtaining appropriate functions g (or gÅ) which ensure for a given η that equation
(2.2) defines a valid joint survivor function. The next step towards achieving this is to repre-
sent Pr.S > s, T > t/ in terms of the pseudoradial and angular co-ordinates that are defined by
R=S +T and W =S=R.

The measure μRW that is associated with the random variable .R, W/, which is a particular
case of the hidden angular measure that was considered by Resnick (2002) and Maulik and
Resnick (2004), factorizes as μRW .dr, dw/= r−.1+1=η/ dr dHη.w/ where Hη.w/ is a non-negative
measure on [0, 1]. See Resnick (1987), proposition 5.11, page 268, and Beirlant et al. (2004),
section 9.5.3, for further background. Thus, letting rÅ =max{s=w, t=.1−w/}, we have

F̄ ST .s, t/=
∫ 1

w=0

∫ ∞

rÅ
r−.1+1=η/ dr dHη.w/

=η

∫ 1

0
min

(
w
s

,
1−w

t

)1=η

dHη.w/

=η

∫ s=.s+t/

0

(
w
s

)1=η

dHη.w/+η

∫ 1

s=.s+t/

(
1−w

t

)1=η

dHη.w/ .2:3/

for all .s, t/∈ [1, ∞/× [1, ∞/. Combining this with equation (2.2) gives

gÅ{s=.s+ t/}
.st/1=2η

=η

∫ s=.s+t/

0

(
w
s

)1=η

dHη.w/+η

∫ 1

s=.s+t/

(
1−w

t

)1=η

dHη.w/: .2:4/

The measure Hη must satisfy a simple normalization condition that we now derive. Setting
s= t = t0 in equation (2.4) and noting that g.1, 1/=gÅ. 1

2 /=1 by equation (1.3), it is immediate
that
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η−1 =
∫ 1=2

0
w1=η dHη.w/+

∫ 1

1=2
.1−w/1=η dHη.w/: .2:5/

We refer to equation (2.5) as the normalization condition. Clearly this is a different normaliza-
tion condition from that which arises for the angular measure in the case of classical BEVs; see
equation (A.1) or Coles and Tawn (1991).

Since the functions Pr.X > x, Y �u/ and Pr.X �u, Y > x/ are both monotonic decreasing in
x>u, then, by the definition of F̄ ST , we have that exp.−1=x/+λ F̄ ST .x=u, 1/ and exp.−1=x/+
λ F̄ ST .1, x=u/ are both monotonic increasing in x>u, where λ=Pr.X>u, Y>u/. Furthermore,
from equation (2.4) we have

Pr.S>s/=g.s, 1/s−1=2η =η[s−1=η I1{s=.s+1/}+ I2{s=.s+1/}],

Pr.T> t/=g.1, t/t−1=2η =η[I1{1=.1+ t/}+ t−1=η I2{1=.1+ t/}]
.2:6/

where I1.z/ = ∫ z
0 w1=η dHη.w/ and I2.z/ = ∫ 1

z .1 − w/1=η dHη.w/. Thus the marginal behaviour
of S and T depends on the particular form of the non-negative measure Hη and, owing to
the monotonicity conditions above, their marginal tails are not heavier than the unit Fréchet
survivor function. In the next section we shall examine a particular parametric example. To
summarize, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let .X, Y/ be a bivariate random variable with unit Fréchet marginal distributions
and bivariate regularly varying joint survivor function so that

lim
u→∞{Pr.X>us, Y>ut|X>u, Y>u/}= gÅ{s=.s+ t/}

.st/1=2η
.2:7/

for all .s, t/∈ [1, ∞/× [1, ∞/ where gÅ is the limit function that is defined following equation
(1.3) and η ∈ .0, 1] is the coefficient of tail dependence. Then gÅ.w/ satisfies

η−1 gÅ.w/=
(

1−w
w

)1=2η ∫ w

0
z1=η dHη.z/+

(
w

1−w

)1=2η ∫ 1

w
.1− z/1=η dHη.z/ .2:8/

where Hη is a non-negative measure on [0, 1] satisfying the normalization condition (2.5).
Conversely, given η ∈ .0, 1] and any non-negative Hη satisfying the normalization condi-

tion (2.5), then equation (2.8) defines a function gÅ such that F̄ ST .s, t/≡gÅ{s=.s+ t/}=.st/1=2η

is a joint survivor function for s � 1 and t � 1. Furthermore, provided that there is a high
threshold u and λ∈ .0, 1−exp.−1=u// such that exp.−1=x/+λ F̄ ST .x=u, 1/ and exp.−1=x/+
λ F̄ ST .1, x=u/ are both monotonic increasing on x>u, then there is a bivariate random vari-
able .X, Y/ with unit Fréchet distributed margins such that equation (2.7) is satisfied.

Proof. The proof is immediate since equation (2.8) follows from equations (2.3) and (2.7).
For the proof of the converse, first, we need to check, for a given η∈ .0, 1] and a non-negative

Hη satisfying condition (2.5), that gÅ{s=.s + t/}=.st/1=2η is a joint survivor function over D =
{s�1, t �1} or, equivalently, that the measure density of .S, T/ is non-negative and integrates
to 1 over D. Non-negativity is clear since in pseudopolar co-ordinates the measure density is
r−.1+1=η/ dr dHη.w/ and, writing r′ =max{w−1, .1−w/−1}, we have from the normalization con-
dition (2.5) that the total probability over D is

∫ 1
0

∫ ∞
r′ r−.1+1=η/ dr dHη.w/=η

∫ 1=2
0 w1=η dHη.w/+

η
∫ 1

1=2.1−w/1=η dHη.w/=1. For the remaining part of the proof see Appendix B. An alternative
proof based around the point process of Ledford and Tawn (1997) is given by Ramos and Ledford
(2008). �

Thus any η∈ .0, 1] and any non-negative measure Hη on [0, 1] that jointly satisfy the normali-
zation condition (2.5) together define a joint survivor function F̄ ST .s, t/=gÅ{s=.s+ t/}=.st/1=2η,
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and provided that the marginal tails of this function satisfy the above monotonicity conditions
then F̄ST can arise as a limit in equation (2.7) for a bivariate random variable .X, Y/ with unit
Fréchet distributed marginals. We exploit this in applications where X and Y are unit Fréchet
distributed by making the approximation

F̄XY .x, y/=λF̄ST .x=u, y=u/ .2:9/

for .x, y/∈ .u, ∞/2 and λ=Pr.X>u, Y>u/.

3. Parametric models for Hη

We illustrate the above formulae by using first a simple discrete measure and then present a
more practically motivated example based on Hη having a smooth density. The latter example
accommodates a wide range of submodels and will form the basis of the likelihood inference
and data analysis that we undertake later. Other parametric models were investigated in Ramos
(2003).

3.1. Discrete Hη

Suppose initially that Hη has two atoms of equal mass a at positions w1 and 1−w1 in the interior
of [0, 1] where 0 < w1 < 1

2 . The normalization condition (2.5) implies that a= .2η/−1w−1=η
1 and

from equation (2.3) we obtain

F̄ST .s, t/=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1
2 .w1t/−1=η{w1=η

1 + .1−w1/1=η} if s=.s+ t/< w1,
1
2 .s−1=η + t−1=η/ if s=.s+ t/∈ [w1, 1−w1],
1
2 .w1s/−1=η{w1=η

1 + .1−w1/1=η} if s=.s+ t/> 1−w1.

Now for any η ∈ .0, 1/ the marginal tails of S and T satisfy the monotonicity conditions of
theorem 1, so letting u denote a high threshold we obtain

F̄XY .x, y/=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

.λu1=η=2/.w1y/−1=η{w1=η
1 + .1−w1/1=η} if x=.x+y/< w1,

.λu1=η=2/.x−1=η +y−1=η/ if x=.x+y/∈ [w1, 1−w1],

.λu1=η=2/.w1x/−1=η{w1=η
1 + .1−w1/1=η} if x=.x+y/> 1−w1,

on {X > u, Y > u} where λ= Pr.X > u, Y > u/. Generalizing this to the case of an asymmetric
discrete measure with positive masses a1, . . . , aq, . . . , an at positions 0 < w1 < . . . < wq < . . . <

wn < 1, where q is such that wq−1 � 1
2 < wq, the normalization condition (2.5) is satisfied if and

only if

q−1∑
i=1

aiw
1=η
i +

n∑
i=q

ai.1−wi/
1=η =η−1:

3.2. Smooth Hη

The model that is detailed here is based on a modified version of the asymmetric logistic depend-
ence structure of classical bivariate extremes (Tawn, 1988). Suppose that Hη has density hη given
by

hη.w/= η −α

αη2Nρ

{
.ρw/−1=α +

(
1−w

ρ

)−1=α }α=η−2

{w.1−w/}−.1+1=α/ .3:1/
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for 0 < w < 1 where Nρ = ρ−1=η + ρ1=η − .ρ−1=α + ρ1=α/α=η and η ∈ .0, 1], α > 0 and ρ > 0. It is
straightforward to show that hη as defined above satisfies the normalizing condition (2.5) and
so, by equation (2.3), we have

F̄ST .s, t/=N−1
ρ

[
.ρs/−1=η +

(
t

ρ

)−1=η

−
{

.ρs/−1=α +
(

t

ρ

)−1=α }α=η]
.3:2/

where .s, t/∈ [1, ∞/× [1, ∞/. The marginal survivor functions of S and T , as given by equations
(2.6), have leading terms that behave like powers of s or t. For example, Pr.S > s/ behaves like
s−1=η if α� η and s−1=α if α> η for large s. Thus the marginal tails of .S, T/ can be heavier or
of the same heaviness as the joint survivor function, depending on the relative sizes of α and η.
Interestingly, this implies that S and T may be asymptotically dependent in the classical sense of
equation (1.1) even when η <1. Equation (3.2) defines a joint survivor function regardless of the
value of α; however, for this to be valid as a joint tail model for X and Y via equation (2.9)
we require that the tails of S and T must satisfy the monotonicity conditions of theorem 1,
implying that α≯ 1. We then obtain the following joint survivor model for .X, Y/:

F̄XY .x, y/= λu1=η

Nρ

[
.ρx/−1=η +

(
y

ρ

)−1=η

−
{

.ρx/−1=α +
(

y

ρ

)−1=α }α=η]
.3:3/

for .x, y/ ∈ [u, ∞/ × [u, ∞/, where u is a chosen high threshold and λ is the joint threshold
exceedance probability, as before.

We now identify some of the submodels that the joint survivor function (3.3) contains and
examine its flexibility in more detail. See Ramos (2003) for more discussion. The limit function
gÅ is given by

gÅ.w/= {w.1−w/}1=2η

Nρ

[
.ρw/−1=η +

(
1−w

ρ

)−1=η

−
{

.ρw/−1=α +
(

1−w
ρ

)−1=α }α=η]
: .3:4/

When ρ=1 we see that gÅ.w/ and hence F̄XY .x, y/ are symmetric. The function gÅ.w/ is concave
in w when α< 2η, is convex in w when α> 2η and is flat when α= 2η. Thus ray independence
arises when α= 2η as then gÅ.w/≡ 1, and gÅ.w/ is ray dependent for α �= 2η. Clearly the con-
straint α≯1 implies that ray independence cannot arise between X and Y when η > 1

2 within this
particular parametric model. When α=η, then hη, gÅ.w/ and hence F̄XY .x, y/ are degenerate;
however, if we define the α= η case by taking the limit as α→ η in equations (3.1) and (3.4)
then, writing v.w/=w log.w/, we obtain

hη.w/= [.ρw/−1=η +{.1−w/=ρ}−1=η]−1{w.1−w/}−.1+1=η/

η2{v.ρ−1=η +ρ1=η/−v.ρ−1=η/−v.ρ1=η/}
and that gÅ.w/ is given by

{w.1−w/}1=2η v{.ρw/−1=η}+v[{.1−w/=ρ}−1=η]−v[.ρw/−1=η +{.1−w/=ρ}−1=η]
v.ρ−1=η/+v.ρ1=η/−v.ρ−1=η +ρ1=η/

:

Plots of log{gÅ.w/} are shown in Fig. 1 for various values of α, η and ρ. The concavity, convexity
and flatness of the graph of gÅ for values α<2η, α>2η and α=2η respectively are evident from
Fig. 1.
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3.2.1. Simulation of (S, T) satisfying equation (3.2)
We develop a straightforward simulation method that requires no numerical inversion of uni-
variate distribution functions and is based on relating .S, T/ to a pair of independent uniform
[0, 1] random variables. The density function that is associated with F̄ ST in equation (3.2) is
given by

.η −α/{.ρs/−1=α + .t=ρ/−1=α}α=η−2.st/−.1+1=α/=αη2Nρ

for s, t � 1. Changing variables according to S−1 = ρZη cos2α.V/ and ρT −1 = Zη sin2α.V/, the
density of .Z, V/ is given by 2.η −α/sin.v/ cos.v/=ηNρ with domain
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Fig. 2. Simulated (S, T ) pairs obtained by using the algorithm of Section 3.2 with densities superimposed:
(a) α D 0:2, η D 0:4, ρ D 1; (b) α D 0:4, η D 0:4, ρ D 1; (c) α D 0:6, η D 0:4, ρ D 1; (d) α D 0:8, η D 0:4, ρ D 1;
(e) α D 1, η D 0:4, ρ D 1; (f) α D 1:3, η D 0:4, ρ D 1; (g) α D 0:4, η D 0:7, ρ D 0:2; (h) α D 0:4, η D 0:7, ρ D 1:5;
(i) αD0:4, η D0:7, ρD5
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{.z, v/ : 0 <z�ρ−1=η cos−2α=η.v/ if 0 <v�vÅ and 0 <z�ρ1=η sin−2α=η.v/ if vÅ <v<π=2}
where vÅ = tan−1.ρ1=α/: Noting that V has distribution function

FV .v/=
{

N−1
ρ ρ−1=η{1− cos2.1−α=η/.v/} if 0 <v�vÅ,

N−1
ρ {ρ−1=η − .ρ−1=α +ρ1=α/α=η +ρ1=η sin2.1−α=η/.v/} if vÅ <v<π=2

and that the conditional variable Z|V =v is uniformly distributed with density function

fZ|V=v.z/=
{

ρ1=η cos2α=η.v/ if 0 <v�vÅ,
ρ−1=η sin2α=η.v/ if vÅ <v<π=2,

we can represent Z and V as

V =
{

cos−1{.1−Nρρ
1=ηU1/η=2.η−α/} if 0 <U1 �uÅ,

sin−1.[ρ−1=η{NρU1 + .ρ−1=α +ρ1=α/α=η −ρ−1=η}]η=2.η−α// if uÅ <U1 < 1
.3:5/

and

Z =
{

U2ρ
−1=η cos−2α=η.V/ if 0 <U1 �uÅ,

U2ρ
1=η sin−2α=η.V/ if uÅ <U1 < 1

.3:6/

where uÅ =N−1
ρ {ρ−1=η −ρ−1=α.ρ−1=α +ρ1=α/α=η−1} and U1 and U2 are independent uniformly

distributed on [0, 1]. Thus the following construction provides independent bivariate observa-
tions from F̄ ST .

(a) Generate independent U1 and U2 uniformly over [0, 1].
(b) Define V and Z by using equations (3.5) and (3.6).
(c) Set S =ρ−1Z−η cos−2α.V/ and T =ρZ−η sin−2α.V/.

This is similar to the Shi et al. (1992) method for the logistic BEV case, although the construc-
tion here is more intricate. Data sets that were generated from F̄ ST for various parameter values
are shown together with contours of the underlying joint density in Fig. 2.

4. Likelihood, inference and model selection diagnostics

In this section we construct a likelihood function for the model that was described in Section
3.2 and then discuss likelihood-based tests and other diagnostics that may assist with selecting
appropriate submodels in practical data modelling applications.

4.1. Likelihood
Our starting point is the threshold censored likelihood approach that was described in Smith
et al. (1997), where data below a high threshold in each margin are censored. Let {.Xi, Yi/, i=
1, . . . , n} denote an independent and identically distributed set of bivariate observations. Here
we shall ignore the issue of having to estimate the marginal distributions by assuming that X
and Y are known to be unit Fréchet distributed. Estimation of the marginal distributions will be
dealt with later. We divide the outcome space into the four regions {Rij : i=I.x�u/, j =I.y�u/}
where I.·/ denotes the indicator function. Marginal observations that do not exceed the thresh-
old u are considered censored at u, and hence no assumptions are made about the dependence
structure form outside R11.

Denoting by Lij.x0, y0/ the likelihood contribution for a point .x0, y0/ which falls in region
Rij, we have
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L00.x0, y0/=2 F.u/−1+F̄XY .u, u/, L01.x0, y0/=f.y0/+ @F̄XY .u, y/

@y

∣∣∣∣
y=y0

,

L10.x0, y0/=f.x0/+ @F̄XY .x, u/

@x

∣∣∣∣
x=x0

, L11.x0, y0/= @2F̄XY .x, y/

@x @y

∣∣∣∣∣
.x,y/=.x0,y0/

.4:1/

where F.x/=exp.−1=x/ and f.x/=x−2 exp.−1=x/ are the unit Fréchet distribution and density
functions respectively. Substituting according to equation (3.3) the corresponding expressions
are

L00.x0, y0/=2 exp.−u−1/−1+λ,

L10.x0, y0/=f.x0/− λu1=ηρ

ηNρ

[
.ρx0/−.1+1=η/ −

{
.ρx0/−1=α +

(u

ρ

)−1=α}α=η−1
.ρx0/−.1+1=α/

]
,

L01.x0, y0/=f.y0/− λu1=η

ηρNρ

[(y0

ρ

)−.1+1=η/ −
{

.ρu/−1=α +
(y0

ρ

)−1=α}α=η−1(y0

ρ

)−.1+1=α/]
,

L11.x0, y0/= λu1=η.η −α/

αη2Nρ

{
.ρx0/−1=α +

(y0

ρ

)−1=α}α=η−2
.x0y0/−.1+1=α/:

.4:2/

The likelihood for a set of n independent bivariate observations is then given by

Ln.η, α, ρ, λ/=
n∏

k=1

∑
ij

Lij.xk, yk/ I{.xk, yk/∈Rij}:

In applications where the marginal distributions are unknown the likelihood approach that is
detailed above can be extended by using the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) to model
the tails of the marginal distributions. We consider the special case where a common threshold u
on the quantile scale suffices for estimation of the marginal and dependence structure features.
Simultaneous estimation of all the parameters is then possible and is illustrated later. The related
but more complicated scheme of Dixon and Tawn (1995) can be used for cases where separate
thresholds are needed for the marginal and dependence modelling.

4.2. Inference and model selection diagnostics
A natural framework for testing asymptotic dependence against asymptotic independence be-
tween X and Y is provided by our model under the assumption that it holds exactly when x>u

and y > u. Let Ln.η̂, α̂, ρ̂, λ̂/ denote the maximum of the likelihood taken over all {η, α, ρ, λ}
and Ln.1, α̃, ρ̃, λ̃/ the maximal likelihood under the constraint η =1. Then under the condition
η =1, which is a boundary point of the parameter space and therefore non-regular with respect
to the usual regularity conditions of maximum likelihood, we have

2 log{Ln.η̂, α̂, ρ̂, λ̂/=Ln.1, α̃, ρ̃, λ̃/} w→Z2 as n→∞,

where →w denotes weak convergence and the non-negative random variable Z has law Pr.Z �
z/=Φ.z/ I.z� 0/ for Φ.·/ the standard normal distribution function and I the indicator func-
tion; see Self and Liang (1987). Critical values are 2.71, 5.41 and 9.55 for tests of sizes 0.05, 0.01
and 0.001 respectively. To assess the ability of this test to distinguish asymptotic dependence
and asymptotic independence, we estimate the power function through simulation by using the
bivariate normal dependence structure. We focus on correlations that are relatively large so that
η is close to 1, making the decision between the two hypotheses not obvious, and we use a size
of 5%. Results are given in Table 1. As expected, the power of the test increases with n and
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Table 1. Estimated values of the power function for the test of size 5% of asymptotic dependence (i.e. η D1)
for sample size n†

Parameter Results for the following values of n:

1000 2500 5000 7000

ρ 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.9
True η 0.9 0.925 0.95 0.9 0.925 0.95 0.9 0.925 0.95 0.9 0.925 0.95
Power 0.51 0.34 0.19 0.76 0.65 0.48 0.93 0.85 0.73 0.99 0.92 0.83

†For each sample size and correlation combination we generated 500 separate data sets and in each selected the
threshold as the empirical 95% point of the structure variable min.X, Y/. The data were simulated by using the
bivariate normal dependence structure.

weakening strength of tail dependence. The results suggest reasonable discrimination ability
except when n is small and η is close to 1.

Other tests for selecting submodels and examining goodness of fit are also available within
this framework, e.g. ‘near’ extremal independence which arises when η = 1

2 , ray independence
which arises when α=2η for η < 1

2 and symmetry which arises when ρ=1. Standard likelihood
ratio tests apply to these cases since each corresponds to a parameter at an interior point of the
parameter space. Other relevant tools for assisting with the initial steps of submodel selection
are also available. For example, a diagnostic that enables η to be estimated as the shape param-
eter of a standard univariate tail model such as the GPD applied to the variable min.Xi, Yi/

was developed by Ledford and Tawn (1996), and a diagnostic for examining gÅ.w/ via empirical
counts was developed by Ledford and Tawn (1997).

5. Applications

5.1. Simulated data
In this section we apply our model to simulated data and then analyse its performance. We
consider six data sets, each of 2500 points {.Xi, Yi/; i = 1, . . . , 2500} unit Fréchet marginally
distributed and with the following dependence structures:

(a) the BEV asymmetric logistic dependence structure with α=0:3, θ=0:5 and φ=0:9, so that
each .X, Y/ has joint distribution function F.x, y/ = exp[−{.x=θ/−1=α + .y=φ/−1=α}α −
.1−θ/=x− .1−φ/=y], where α∈ .0, 1] and θ, φ∈ [0, 1];

(b) the BEV logistic structure with α=0:75, a special case of case (a), with θ =φ=1;
(c) the joint lower tail of the Clayton (1978) distribution with β = 1:4 given by F.x, y/ =

F.x/+F.y/−1+{F̄ .x/−1=β +F̄ .y/−1=β −1}−β , where β >0 and F.x/ and F̄ .x/ represent
the unit Fréchet distribution and survivor functions respectively;

(d) the bivariate normal dependence structure with correlation ρ=0:5;
(e) the Morgenstern dependence structure with β = 0:75, so that each .X, Y/ has joint dis-

tribution function F.x, y/ = F.x/F.y/{1 +βF̄ .x/F̄ .y/}, where −1 < β � 1 and F and F̄

denote the unit Fréchet distribution and survivor functions respectively;
(f) the bivariate normal dependence structure with correlation ρ=−0:5.

Logarithmic scale scatter plots of the data sets are shown in Fig. 3. The coefficient of tail depen-
dence η has value 1 for models (a) and (b) when α �=1, model (c) has η =1 for any β <∞, and
η equal to 0:75, 0.5 and 0.25 for models (d), (e) and (f) respectively. Thus we have asymptotic
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Fig. 3. Data sets (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) with contours superimposed of the joint densities obtained
from the full likelihood fits (– – –) together with the true densities ( ) (the contours are at 10�j=2 for
j D4,. . . ,11/: the thresholds shown are at log(10.37), log(6.89), log(10.33), log(7.09), log(4.54) and log(2.33)
respectively

dependence for the first three cases, and asymptotic independence with positive association,
near independence and negative association for the last three cases respectively. Examples (d),
(e) and (f) are ray independent whereas the BEV and Clayton cases either exhibit ray dependence
or have gÅ.w/≡1 in the exact independence case, i.e. when α=1 and β →∞ respectively. None
of the simulation examples above exhibits both asymptotic independence and ray dependence.
This simply reflects that no such example, apart from simulating from the model that we are
about to fit, is known to us.

5.1.1. Model selection
The choice of appropriate marginal thresholds for each data set is done following Ledford and
Tawn (1996) and thus we set u to be the empirical 95% point of the variable min.X, Y/. The
values are included in Fig. 3. The adequacy of these thresholds and robustness of the results
which follow to changes in them were established in Ramos (2003). Here and henceforth the
parameter λ is set to the empirical proportion of points in R11. The likelihood ratio statistics,
as discussed in Section 4.2, for testing asymptotic dependence, symmetry and ray independence
are given in Table 2 for each data set. We have not enforced the α≯1 constraint here when testing
for ray independence as we are interested in informal assessment of this even when η > 1

2 . Our
experience was that allowing α> 1 did not lead to problems in the model fitting; however, far
extrapolation of the fitted model past the range of the observed data led to negative probability
densities arising for regions in R01 and R10. The results suggest that data sets (a), (b) and (c)
are asymptotically dependent whereas (d), (e) and (f) are asymptotically independent, that (a) is
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Table 2. Values of the likelihood ratio statistic for testing
asymptotic dependence, symmetry and ray independence
obtained by using the chosen threshold u for each data set†

Data Value of the likelihood ratio statistic
set for testing the following:

Asymptotic Symmetry Ray
dependence independence

(a) 0.15 117.80 —
(b) 0.57 2.27 28.32
(c) 0.12 0.13 49.72
(d) 26.47 0.54 9.69
(e) 70.60 0.01 0.05
(f) 120.66 0.04 0.21

†For the non-regular test of asymptotic dependence, the
critical values are 2.71, 5.41 and 9.55 for tests of sizes 0.05,
0.01 and 0.001 respectively.

asymmetric and the others are symmetric, and that all apart from (e) and (f) are ray dependent.
Given that data set (a) appears asymmetric it does not make sense to test it for ray independence
since asymmetry implies ray dependence. All these conclusions are correct except that gÅ.w/

is actually ray independent for (d). The error arises because the joint tail of (d) still exhibits
ray dependence at the subasymptotic thresholds that are used here. These findings are further
supported by the Ledford and Tawn (1996, 1997) diagnostic-based estimates of η and gÅ.w/

which are given in Table 3 and Fig. 4.
The results above suggest the following submodels:

(a) {η =1},
(b) {η =1, ρ=1},
(c) {η =1, ρ=1},
(d) {ρ=1},
(e) {ρ=1, α=2η} and
(f) {ρ=1, α=2η}.

Results for the full model and these submodel fits are given in Table 3. The full model and
submodel likelihood differences are not significant for each data set and the corresponding
parameter estimates are very similar, confirming that the full model and submodel fits are of
comparable adequacy. Again we have not imposed the α ≯ 1 constraint. Goodness of fit can
be assessed by comparing the diagnostic estimates of η and gÅ.w/ with those obtained via the
model. For example, Fig. 4 shows the fitted gÅ.w/ function for the full model, the submodel
listed above and the diagnostic estimate of gÅ.w/ that was discussed previously. There is close
agreement between all three for (a)–(d); however, for (e) and (f), although the full model and
submodel estimates agree closely, they are different from the diagnostic estimates, indicating a
lack of fit and suggesting that our parametric model is failing to capture the observed convexity
here. This effect is most apparent for (f) where the model-based estimates of η are worse than
the diagnostic estimate; see Table 3. Fig. 3 shows contours of the joint probability density
functions of the fitted full model for (a)–(f) together with contours of the true densities. For
(b)–(f) there is fairly close agreement between the fitted and true densities throughout R11;
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Table 3. Dependence parameter estimates obtained by using the chosen threshold u for each data set†

Data η α ρ DL
set

True Diagnostic Full model Submodel Full model Submodel Full model Submodel

(a) 1 0.98 0.99 1 0.28 0.28 1.32 1.32 0.07
(0.18) (0.04) — (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

(b) 1 0.92 0.95 1 0.74 0.73 1.13 1 1.38
(0.16) (0.06) — (0.07) (0.05) (0.09) —

(c) 1 1.00 0.99 1 0.68 0.68 1.03 1 0.02
(0.18) (0.07) — (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) —

(d) 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.75 1.01 0.99 1.14 1 0.27
(0.15) (0.05) (0.05) (0.09) (0.08) (0.22) —

(e) 0.5 0.45 0.51 0.52 1.06 =2η 1.22 1 0.04
(0.14) (0.04) (0.06) (0.13) — (2.51) —

(f) 0.25 0.30 0.37 0.38 0.80 =2η 1.17 1 0.13
(0.12) (0.03) (0.04) (0.10) — (0.94) —

†For η, true values are given together with estimates that were obtained from the diagnostic, full model and
submodel fits. For α and ρ, values are given for the full model and submodel only. Standard errors are given in
parentheses except for the submodels where a dash denotes that these parameters are constrained as indicated
rather than being estimated as part of the likelihood maximization. Changes in log-likelihood between the full
and submodel fits are shown in the DL-column.
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however, for (a) the true and fitted densities agree well in the region where w ≈ 1
2 but deviate as

w→0 or w→1. This is not surprising given the sparse coverage that the observed data provide
for these regions.

5.2. Application to real data
Two sets of bivariate environmental data are considered:

(a) data set I, the wave surge data of Coles and Tawn (1994), comprising 2894 bivariate events
that occurred during 1971–1977 in Cornwall (England) (we assume that these bivariate
observations are independent);

(b) data set II, the rain–wind data of Anderson and Nadarajah (1993), comprising 1737 pairs
of rainfall and wind speed values that were measured at Eskdalemuir (Scotland) during
1970–1986 (again, we assume that these bivariate observations are independent).

The extremal dependence structures of these data sets were first analysed in Coles and Tawn
(1994) and Anderson and Nadarajah (1993) respectively, by using models that assume asymp-
totic dependence. Ledford and Tawn (1996) noted that, whereas asymptotic dependence did
not appear inconsistent with data set I, it was inappropriate for II. Ledford and Tawn (1997)
examined both data sets with the forerunner of the model that is developed in this paper, and
Bortot et al. (2000) examined data set I by using a tail model based on the multivariate Gaussian
distribution. Coles et al. (1999) gave estimates of η that were close to 1 for data set I, indicating
strong extremal dependence and consistent with Ledford and Tawn (1996, 1997) and Bortot
et al. (2000).

Scatter plots of data sets I and II are given in Fig. 5. Estimating the joint tails of these data
requires estimating both the extremal dependence structure and additionally the tails of the
marginal distributions. As in Ledford and Tawn (1997), we select thresholds by first transform-
ing the marginal variables, .XÅ, YÅ/ say, to unit Fréchet variables .X, Y/ by using empirical
probability integral transformations and then define u to be the empirical 90% point of the
structure variable min.X, Y/. This gives u=3:70 and u=3:28 for data sets I and II with 290 and
173 joint threshold exceedances respectively. Taking .u1, u2/ as the images of u in the original
.XÅ, YÅ/ variables gives .u1, u2/ = .3:76, 0:15/ for data set I and .u1, u2/ = .10:1, 21:0/ for II.
These thresholds are shown in Fig. 5.

5.2.1. Analysis of the dependence structure via empirically transformed data
Diagnostic estimates of η, which were obtained from min.X, Y/ as above, with standard errors
in parentheses are 0.85 (0.11) and 0.63 (0.12) for data sets I and II respectively, and diagnostic
estimates of gÅ are shown in Fig. 6. These suggest the possibility of asymptotic dependence for
the wave surge data and asymptotic independence for the rain–wind data; strong ray depen-
dence for the wave surge data and a less pronounced curvature for the rain–wind data, and
asymmetry for both. The likelihood ratio statistics for asymptotic dependence are 2.7 and 53.7
for data sets I and II respectively, and the likelihood ratio statistics for symmetry are 14.6 (I) and
8.28 (II), further supporting the diagnostic findings. Parameter estimates are given in Table 4.
Setting η=1 may provide a suitable submodel for data set I; however, no additional dependence
structure simplification appears likely from these preliminary results.

5.2.2. Marginal, dependence and joint estimation
We now examine the effect of fitting a marginal tail model to effect the transformation to unit
Fréchet. For each data set the marginal variables XÅ and YÅ are assumed to follow a GPD for
XÅ >u1 and YÅ >u2 with parameters .ξ1, σ1, λ1/ and .ξ2, σ2, λ2/ respectively. Thus, for example,
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Fig. 5. (a) Data set I .j D2, . . . , 8/ and (b) data set II .j D6, . . . , 13/ with contours (at 10�j=2) superimposed
of the joint densities from the fitted full model and points within the joint threshold exceedance regions for
(c) data set I and (d) data set II with contours superimposed of the joint survivor functions of the fitted full
model (the contours show values of .xÅ, yÅ/ that satisfy NFXÅ,YÅ .xÅ, yÅ/D10�j for j D2, . . . ,7)

we have

F1.xÅ/=1−λ1{1+ ξ1.xÅ −u1/=σ1}−1=ξ1+ for xÅ >u1

where s+ =max.s, 0/, u1 is a threshold, ξ1 and σ1 >0 are shape and scale parameters respectively
and λ1 denotes the threshold exceedance probability.
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Table 4. Estimates of the dependence parameters for each data set obtained by fitting the model to the unit
Fréchet empirically transformed data (F1), to the unit Fréchet via GPD-transformed data (F2), by fitting the
full joint model to the original data (JF ) and the submodel with η D1 to data set I (JS/†

Data η̂ from the following methods: α̂ from the following methods: ρ̂ from the following methods:
set

F1 F2 JF JS F1 F2 JF JS F1 F2 JF JS

I 0.95 0.95 0.97 1 0.77 0.79 0.77 0.74 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.20
(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) — (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06)

II 0.66 0.67 0.66 — 1.04 1.11 1.05 — 0.44 0.42 0.48 —
(0.04) (0.04) (0.03) — (0.09) (0.11) (0.09) — (0.20) (0.22) (0.13) —

†Standard errors obtained by the delta method are given in parentheses.

We first ignore the bivariate nature of the data and obtain maximum likelihood estimates
of the marginal parameters by using standard univariate methods (see Davison and Smith
(1990)). Results are given in Table 5. Using these fitted models to transform the original data to
unit Fréchet and then repeating the dependence structure estimation that was discussed above
yields the parameter values that are given in Table 4. Empirical joint and marginal threshold
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Table 5. Estimates of the GPD shape and scale parameters for each marginal data set obtained through
separate univariate analyses (S), joint analysis using the full model (JF ) and the submodel with η D1 for the
wave surge data (JS/†

Data ξ̂ from the following methods: σ̂ from the following methods:
set

S JF JS S JF JS

I, wave −0.17 (0.03) −0.16 (0.03) −0.15 (0.03) 1.70 (0.08) 1.69 (0.08) 1.69 (0.08)
I, surge −0.09 (0.03) −0.06 (0.03) −0.06 (0.03) 0.12 (0.006) 0.11 (0.005) 0.11 (0.005)
II, rain −0.09 (0.04) −0.08 (0.04) — 10.32 (0.64) 10.18 (0.63) —
II, wind −0.22 (0.03) −0.15 (0.04) — 8.04 (0.44) 6.86 (0.41) —

†Standard errors obtained by the delta method are given in parentheses.

exceedance probabilities were used to estimate λ, λ1 and λ2. Clearly the added complication
of modelling the marginal distributions does not impact the dependence parameter estimates
to any great degree for both data sets. This is our finding more generally, and transforming
to unit Fréchet via marginal empirical distributions is our favoured approach whenever only
dependence features are of interest (see Ramos and Ledford (2005)).

We now examine simultaneous estimation of the marginal and dependence structure features
through maximizing an extended version of the threshold censored likelihood that accommo-
dates a GPD for each marginal tail. By construction, our approach ensures that the thresholds
that are used in specifying the domain of the GPD coincide on the quantile scale with the thresh-
old u that defines the domain of the dependence structure. This may not always be appropriate
and in such cases the techniques of Dixon and Tawn (1995), which allow these thresholds to be
separately specified, may be of use. The basis of our estimation is as follows: since the bivariate
random variable .X, Y/ ≡ {−1= log{F1.XÅ/}, − 1= log{F2.YÅ/}} has unit-Fréchet-distributed
margins and u=−1= log{F1.u1/}=−1= log{F2.u2/}, we model the joint survivor function of
.XÅ, YÅ/ for xÅ >u1 and yÅ >u2 as

F̄XÅYÅ.xÅ, yÅ/=λF̄ST

[ −1
u log{F1.xÅ/} ,

−1
u log{F2.yÅ/}

]
.5:1/

where F̄ST has the form that is given by equation (3.2) and λ denotes the probability of falling
in R11. A threshold censored likelihood that allows simultaneous estimation of marginal and
dependence parameters may be constructed from equation (5.1) by following the same steps
as in Section 4.1. The resulting joint estimates of the marginal and dependence parameters are
given in Tables 4 and 5. These latest dependence parameter estimates are similar to those that
were obtained for the empirically transformed data and the GPD-transformed data, and all
three approaches give η-estimates that are larger than those obtained via the Ledford and Tawn
(1996) η-diagnostic. A reduction in standard errors in the joint modelling case might be expected
because of the potential exchange of information between margins. However, we observed no
consistent reduction in standard errors, possibly indicating that the standard errors that are
obtained by using empirical probability integrals are too small owing to estimation uncertainty
being ignored, see Einmahl et al. (2001). By constraining η =1 in the joint estimation for data
set I a log-likelihood change of 0.22 arises, suggesting that asymptotic dependence is reason-
able for I. Parameter estimates for this submodel are given in Table 4 and are very similar
to those for the full model. Plots of the fitted ray dependence function for the full model are
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shown in Fig. 6, and there is good agreement between the fitted gÅ.w/ and the diagnostic esti-
mate for both data sets and, as expected, asymmetry for both data sets is supported. From
Table 5, the similarity of the marginal parameter estimates that were obtained in the separate
and joint analyses suggests that the fitted dependence structure provides an adequate descrip-
tion of the observed extremal dependence as the marginal fits are not deformed by imposing
our modelled dependence structure. Contours of the density and survivor functions of the fit-
ted joint tail model are plotted in Fig. 5 and clearly depict the strong dependence and weaker
dependence in data sets I and II respectively. Our conclusions here are consistent with those
which were obtained in Ledford and Tawn (1996, 1997), Coles et al. (1999) and Bortot et al.
(2000).

6. Conclusions and discussion

We have obtained a straightforward limiting form for the joint survivor function that is charac-
terized by η and an essentially arbitrary measure Hη that together satisfy some mild constraints.
This is similar in style to the classical multivariate extreme value (MEV) case; however, different
constraints are required there (see equation (A.1)). Our representation also allows identifica-
tion of new classes of tail behaviour, such as convex or concave ray dependence, and provides a
unified framework covering both asymptotic independence and asymptotic dependence, being
satisfactory even for cases of weak or negative association. In contrast with the classical MEV
approach, which concentrates on the distributional convergence of normalized componentwise
maxima, our methods focus directly on the tail structure of the joint survivor function of the
observations. As data applications most usually concern observations and not componentwise
maxima, our approach will often be the more relevant.

Alternative currently available approaches for dealing with asymptotic independence either
fail to accommodate asymptotic dependence, e.g. using the bivariate normal dependence struc-
ture, or are based on models for the dependence structure throughout the data, e.g. Coles and
Pauli (2002). Our approach is different and deals with asymptotic dependence and asymptotic
independence within a single framework. One drawback of our method is that it provides a
joint model only for the region R11, and obtaining a model for regions R01 and R10 remains an
important practical problem. Some inroads have been made into this, e.g. Heffernan and Tawn
(2004) and Heffernan and Resnick (2007); however, no fully characterized distributional family
is available currently.

It is relatively straightforward to extend our approach to deal with higher dimensions. For
example, let X denote a d-dimensional random variable with unit Fréchet marginal distributions
and joint survivor function that is multivariate regularly varying in d dimensions with index
−1=η. Then for all x = .x1, . . . , xd/ with xi �1 we have

lim
u→∞{Pr.X >ux/=Pr.X >u1/}=g.x/

(
d∏

i=1
xi

)−1=dη

where g.cx/=g.x/ for all c> 0. Defining w by wi =xi=Σd
j=1xj for i=1, . . . , d it follows that

η−1 g.w/=
(

d∏
i=1

wi

)1=dη ∫
Sd

min
1�i�d

(
zi

wi

)1=η

dHη.z/ .6:1/

where z= .z1, . . . , zd/ and Hη is a non-negative measure on the .d −1/-dimensional unit simplex
Sd that satisfies
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η−1 =
∫

Sd

min
1�i�d

.z
1=η
i /dHη.z/: .6:2/

Similarly to the bivariate case, provided that a suitable measure Hη that satisfies the normaliza-
tion condition (6.2) can be found then the representation (6.1) provides a route for constructing
an asymptotically motivated multivariate joint survivor model. Further discussion is provided
in Ramos (2003).

We have focused on a single parametric model for applications but this is one that accommo-
dates a wide variety of behaviours, contains easily parameterized submodels for the symmetric,
asymptotically dependent and ray independent cases, is amenable to likelihood-based inference
and allows rapid simulation. Some other examples are provided in Ramos (2003); however,
developing a wider range of parametric models remains an important area for future research.
Indeed we still have no example that accommodates ray independence when η > 1

2 . Non-para-
metric or semiparametric techniques may assist with this.
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Appendix A: Standard bivariate extreme value case

We analyse here the links between BEV models and the representation that is developed in this paper. Let
.X, Y/ denote a BEV-distributed random variable with unit Fréchet distributed marginals so that the joint
distribution function of .X, Y/ satisfies FXY .x, y/= exp{−V.x, y/} where

V.x, y/=
∫ 1

0
max

(
w
x

,
1−w

y

)
dH.w/

for a non-negative measure H on [0, 1] satisfying

∫ 1

0
w dH.w/=

∫ 1

0
.1−w/ dH.w/=1: .A:1/

Then following the steps that are detailed in Section 2 and restricting attention to the case where X and Y
are not exactly independent we have

Pr.S>s, T>t/= lim
u→∞

{
Pr.X>su, Y>tu/

Pr.X>u, Y>u/

}
= lim

u→∞

{
1−F.su/−F.tu/+FXY .su, tu/

1−2F.u/+FXY .u, u/

}

= s−1 + t−1 −V.s, t/

2−V.1, 1/
.A:2/

since V is homogeneous of order −1. Rearranging equation (A.2), Pr.S>s, T>t/ can be written

.st/−1=2 .s=t/1=2 + .t=s/1=2 −V{.s=t/1=2, .t=s/1=2}
2−V.1, 1/

≡ g.s, t/

.st/1=2
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which expresses F̄ST in terms of the components that we had previously on setting η = 1. Expressing
Pr.S>s, T>t/ in terms of R=S +T and W =S=R and writing rÅ =max{s=w, t=.1−w/} we obtain

Pr.S>s, T>t/=
∫ 1

w=0

∫ ∞

rÅ

r−2 dr dHÅ.w/=
∫ 1

0
min

(
w
s

,
1−w

t

)
dHÅ.w/

= s−1
∫ s=.s+t/

0
w dHÅ.w/+ t−1

∫ 1

s=.s+t/

.1−w/ dHÅ.w/ .A:3/

where HÅ is a non-negative measure on [0, 1] that satisfies the normalization condition

1=
∫ 1=2

0
w dHÅ.w/+

∫ 1

1=2
.1−w/ dHÅ.w/: .A:4/

Note that HÅ in condition (A.4) and H in condition (A.1) are different. To examine their relationship,
from equation (A.2) we have {2 − V.1, 1/}Pr.S > x, T > y/ = 1=x + 1=y − V.x, y/ which, using the defini-
tion of V and equation (A.3), implies that dH.w/={2−V.1, 1/}dHÅ.w/. Using this relationship between
the two measures the normalization condition (A.4) can be rewritten in terms of H as 2 − V.1, 1/ =∫ 1=2

0 w dH.w/+∫ 1
1=2.1−w/ dH.w/ which, on noting that V.1, 1/=∫ 1

0 max.w, 1−w/ dH.w/, is satisfied auto-
matically since equation (A.1) implies that

∫ 1
0 dH.w/=2. Thus, for any non-negative measure H that sat-

isfies the BEV normalization condition in equation (A.1), a simple linear rescaling provides an associated
measure HÅ that satisfies our joint survivor normalization condition (A.4). Thus the pseudopolar struc-
ture underpinning the class of BEV distributions can be viewed as equivalent to a particular subfamily of
our more general approach in the special case η =1. This is as expected since all BEV distributions can be
represented in the form of our initial modelling equation (1.2). Although starting with H corresponding
to a BEV distribution with η =1 provides an HÅ that satisfies our joint survivor normalization condition
(A.4), moving the other way requires some minor technical additions as, to satisfy the BEV normalization
condition in equation (A.1), discrete masses, which play no role in our joint survivor representation, may
need to be introduced at the ends of the [0, 1] interval. An alternative treatment of the links between BEV
models and our representation was given by Beirlant et al. (2004), example 9.7; however, they did not
make a direct comparison of the two normalization conditions.

Appendix B: Part of the proof of theorem 1

We construct a bivariate random variable .X, Y/ with unit-Fréchet-distributed margins that satisfies equa-
tion (2.7). Let u denote a high threshold on the unit Fréchet scale, and choose some 0<λ<1−exp.−1=u/
for Pr.X>u, Y>u/. Define v=exp.−1=u/=.1−λ/, and let .A, B/∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] denote a bivariate random
variable with constant density .2v − 1/=v2 for .A, B/ ∈ [0, v/2, constant density v−1 for both [0, v/ × [v, 1]
and [v, 1] × [0, v/ and zero density elsewhere. Then .A, B/ has U[0, 1]-distributed margins. Let F̄ ST .s, t/=
gÅ{s=.s + t/}.st/−1=2η. Then, under the assumed monotonicity conditions, GX.x/ ≡ [exp.−1=x/ −λ I.x >
u/{1− F̄ ST .x=u, 1/}]=.1−λ/ and GY .y/≡ [exp.−1=y/−λ I.y > u/{1− F̄ ST .1, y=u/}]=.1−λ/ are distribu-
tion functions. Then .X, Y/ defined as follows provides the required random variable.

(a) Choose region R11 with probability λ, or Rc
11 with probability 1−λ.

(b) If R11 was chosen then generate .S, T/ from F̄ ST and set .X, Y/= .uS, uT/.
(c) If Rc

11was chosen then generate .A, B/ and set X=G−1
X .A/ and Y =G−1

Y .B/.

This completes the proof.
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